
County Guide to ERS 
Recount Module 

The ERS Recount module is built for county, 
state, or federal recounts. 

 

After Election Night: 

OSS will notify counties of county, state or feder-
al recounts that fall within the “publicly funded”   
recount threshold. 

 

If a recount is requested and you wish to use 

the Recount module: 

 Submit a request for ERS Recount to OSS. 

 Requests can be made via email or phone to 
Brad Neuhauser: 
(brad.neuhauser@state.mn.us  or  
651-556-0648) 

 Include in request whether you would like the 
recount results to be shown on the OSS 
Election Night Results (ENR) website.  

 

Once the Recount is Set Up in ERS: 

Recount-specific functionality is available in the 
Recount menu. A brief synopsis of each function 
is as follows: 

 Print Recount Worksheet: Print this work-
sheet, use to record recount totals. 

 Print Challenged Ballot Labels: Print out to 
use to label any challenged ballots.  

 Enter Recount Results: Screen to enter re-
count results from worksheet. Results will not 
be displayed (e.g. on ER Recount) until the 
Complete checkbox has been marked.  
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 Print Recount Results Report (as recounted): 
Displays recount results as entered in report 
format.  

 Print Challenged Ballot Details Report:        
Displays detailed information on any chal-
lenged ballots 

 Print Recount Adjustment Details Report: Lists 
original totals, recounted totals, any canvassing 
board adjustments, and final recount results.  

 Print Recount Net Changes Report: Shows 
original totals, final recount totals and net 
change.   

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

If there are any challenged ballots: 

Input the number of challenged ballots (by precinct 
and challenger) through the Enter Recount Results 
screen.  

 
Note: These numbers are separate from the results 
totals—a challenged ballot will be counted in both a 
Recount Votes column as well as a Ballots      
Challenged column. 
 
Contact OSS with information about each ballot 
(Ballot ID #, Recount Official Determination, Chal-
lenge Reason), so the information can be entered 

into the Recount module.  
 
OSS also has the ability to include a PDF of the 
ballot in ERS. These files may be linked to from 
the ENR website.  

 

 Also, contact OSS once decisions are made about 
the challenged ballots (withdrawn by the candidate 
or ruled on by the canvassing board) so OSS can 
update the final disposition in the Recount module.  

 

Once the Recount is Complete 

Contact OSS to have recount totals for the two 
candidates applied to the original votes in ERS.  
 
Once OSS applies the recount totals to the original 
votes, a new abstract can be generated that will 
show the vote totals after the recount.  
 
If you’d prefer manually updating the original totals 
(instead of having the recount totals applied to the 
original totals), contact OSS to allow that.  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

                                  


